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Laser Clays 

Risk Existing Controls Likelihood 
1 -  5 

Severity 
1 - 5 

Risk Score 
L x S 

Further actions to take 

Electrocution Electrical units are visually inspected for obvious 
faults. All equipment is PAT tested annually, cables 
are covered and only trained and insured employees 
should have access 

1 3 3 If sockets are used at the venue, we ask the client to 
check these prior to the event 

Over enthusiastic or 
boisterous 
participants 

Responsible person/s supervising at all times.  
Operator instructed to segregate groups into teams 
of four 

2 1 2 With prior notice of large numbers attending the 
event, additional trained operators can be supplied for 
an extra fee. 

Crowding the unit A fully trained operator must be present with the 
equipment at all times.  In the event that the 
operator is not in view – do not enter the equipment 
area under any circumstances 

1 1 1 With prior notice of large numbers attending the 
event, additional trained operators can be supplied for 
an extra fee. 

Danger of 
unnecessary injury 

Ensure that no-one uses the equipment who suffers 
from neck or back problems, heart complaints, is 
feeling unwell, suffering effects of alcohol or drugs, 
or is pregnant 

1 5 5 Players with listed conditions who still wish to take 
part do so at their own risk.  The operator has the 
right to refuse service to anyone they deem as a safety 
threat 

Adverse weather 
conditions 

The clay can change direction due to wind 
deflection, which could take the clay out of the 
safety area 

Dependant on weather Cease activity and adjust the trap accordingly 

Tripping over 
anchorage points, 
spare equipment, 
electrical cables 

Anchor points used as per manufacturer’s 
instructions 

1 1 1 With prior notice of large numbers attending the 
event, additional trained operators can be supplied for 
an extra fee. 

Injury through lack of 
supervision  

A fully trained operator must be present with the 
equipment at all times.  In the event that the 
operator is not in view – do not enter the equipment 
area under any circumstances 

    

Hitting of guns Participants must be at least 50cm away from each 
other to ensure that they do not knock each other’s 
guns 

1 2 2 None 
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Injury through 3rd 
party items 

Ensure that participants queue behind the shooting 
line and do not touch any equipment before the 
operator has briefed the participants 

1 2 2 None 

Danger of fire No smoking or barbeques near the equipment 1 5 5 None 

Emergency In the event that someone is seriously injured.  DO 
NOT move the individual – leave inflatable switched 
on DO NOT deflate and dial 999 immediately 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Injury through 3rd 
party and spectators 

Always ensure that the area surrounding the event 
and equipment is not overcrowded 

2 3 6 None 

Injury through falling 
clay 

Ensure that there is enough overshot for the clay.  
This should be tested prior to use 

2 1 2 Fence off the area so that the public cannot access the 
fall out area of the clay.  Cease the activity 
immediately if a member of the public accesses the 
fall out area.  Do not recommence until the area is 
clear of people 

Injury through clay 
trap 

Ensure that the trap is cordoned off and that it is in 
view of the operator 

1 5 5 Cease all shooting and signal to public immediately 
not to go near the Clay trap or enter the clay trap area 

Injury caused by the 
clay trap whilst 
loading 

Turn the clay trap to de-lock and do not full until the 
clay trap has been set to de-lock.  On approaching a 
loaded trap take the least direct route to the trap 

1 5 5 Unplug the controller from the scoreboard to disable 
the controls to the clay trap 

Clay trap Jam Inform participants to stay at the shooting line and 
not to touch the guns or control unit.  Unplug the 
controller to the scoreboard set the trap to de-lock 
and pull the throwing arm anticlockwise.  Do not put 
your fingers near the jaws of the clay launcher, You 
must not have a member of the public assist you! 

2 5 10  

Method statement for               All measurements in ‘ft’ 

Unit size (L x H x D)  Various 

Minimum area required  25m2 

Power required NA N/A 

Operators 1 One  

Arrival on site 
 Find a safe and practical entrance point to unload kit 

 Confirm location is suitable for equipment 
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 Ensure ground is flat and free from obstructions 

 Allow a minimum of 2 ft (0.6m) clearance 
 

The set up   
 Fence off area that activity will take place in   

 Scoreboard 
 Stand the scoreboard on the ground. Using the carrying handle lift one end of the scoreboard up so 

that you can pull down one set of legs. After ensuring that the legs are "snapped" into the retaining 
clips put the scoreboard on those legs and tilt the unit the opposite way which will enable you to 
pull down the second set of legs and "snap" them into place. 

 The Hand Control Unit 
Switch OFF your scoreboard and plug the 20m HAND CONTROL lead into the socket marked "HAND 
CONTROL". 

 All the switches and connection points that operate the scoreboard are at the rear of the unit.  Switch ON your scoreboard - it will display “PLAY Lasersport". The Hand Control ROUND COUNTER 
will display "00".  Your Hand Control Unit has four switches: 

 

 Now fit the speakers to scoreboard. In the base plate of each speaker there are two slotted holes 
and on each end of the scoreboard there are two bolt heads. Put the bolt heads in the large holes 
and gently slide the speaker down. The wire from the speaker is plugged into a connector which is 
at each end of the rear panel. 

1) A red 'Clear Scores' push button on the front.  
2) A blue 'Game Mode' button on the right. 
3) A green 'Enable' button on the right.  
4) A black 'Microphone' switch on the left. 

 Switch the POWER SWITCH to the "ON" position. The red light above the Power Switch will light up, 
and the scoreboard will display ' PLAY Lasersport '.  

 

 Switch the LIGHT SWITCH to the "ON" position. The red light above the Light Switch will light up. 
The row of white LEDs will light up - you will see the "white glow" above the characters by looking 
through the scoreboard window. Unless it is a night event switch the light OFF, since it wastes the 
battery.  Now press the "PIXEL TEST" button. The yellow dots will run through an exercise routine 
which "refreshes" the dots.  

 

  

 The Game Mode Switch 
There are four games programmed into your LASERSPORT system (see section 8). The "GAME 
MODE " switch is used to change from one game to another or to check which game you are 
playing.  Press the blue "GAME MODE" switch and hold it down.  Your scoreboard will display " 
LASERSPORT " This shows the present game mode that the scoreboard is in.  Now release the 
switch.  Your scoreboard will then display " 0 0 0 0 0 "  These are the individual scores for each 
player 

 The Enable Switch 
 Using the instructions in section 4.31 above select the " LASERSPORT " game. Your  

scoreboard will now display " 0 0 0 0 0 " Now press the "ENABLE" switch and hold it down.  
Your scoreboard will display " LASERSPORT " You have now started Round 1, so that when you 
release the "ENABLE" switch the Round Counter on the Hand Control shows - " 01 " and your 
scoreboard displays the individual scores - " 0 0 0 0 0 " 
 Press the "GAME MODE" switch twice to change to the "SPEEDSHOOT" game. the scoreboard 
display sequence will be " LASERSPORT " " SPEEDSHOOT "  " 0 0 0 0 0 " 
Now press the "ENABLE" switch and hold it down. 
Your scoreboard will display " SPEEDSHOOT " 
You have now started Round 2 so that when you release the "ENABLE" switch the  
Round Counter on the Hand Control shows - " 02 " Your scoreboard will now display " NO-SCORE 
"and then the individual scores - " 0 0 0 0 0 " 
Press the "GAME MODE" switch twice to change to the "SKILLSHOOT" game. 

 The scoreboard display sequence will be " SPEEDSHOOT " 
  " SKILLSHOOT " " 0 0 0 0 0 " 
 Now press the "ENABLE" switch and hold it down.  

Your scoreboard will display " SKILLSHOOT " 
You have now started Round 3, so that when you release the "ENABLE" switch the  
Round Counter on the Hand Control shows - " 03 " and your scoreboard displays the  
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individual scores - " 0 0 0 0 0 " 
 Press the "GAME MODE" switch twice to change to the "RAPID-FIRE" game. 
 The scoreboard display sequence will be " SKILLSHOOT " 
  " RAPID-FIRE " " 0 0 0 0 0 " 
 Now press the "ENABLE" switch and hold it down. 

Your scoreboard will display " RAPID-FIRE " You have now started Round 4 so that when you release 
the "ENABLE" switch the  Round Counter on the Hand Control shows - " 04 "  

Your scoreboard will now display " NO-SCORE " and then the individual scores - " 0 0 0 0 0 " 

 Your Hand Control Round Counter will display " 00 ". The Round Counter only increments when you 
use the ENABLE switch (see section 4.32). Press and hold down the 'GAME MODE' switch again.    
Your scoreboard will display " LASERSPORT " Release the switch and then press it again within 2 
seconds, and the scoreboard  will display the next game - " SPEEDSHOOT " Release the switch and 
then press it again within 2 seconds, and the scoreboard  will display the next game - " SKILLSHOOT 
" Release the switch and then press it again within 2 seconds, and the scoreboard  will display the 
next game - " RAPID-FIRE " Release the switch and then press it again within 2 seconds, and the 
scoreboard  will display the next game - " LASERSPORT "  And so on.... You have now seen all the 
LASERSPORT games. To select a game simply release the 'GAME MODE' switch when the game you 
wish to play is being displayed on the scoreboard. (Details of the games are in section 8). After 2 
seconds the present 'game mode' is replaced by the individual Total Scores -  " 0 0 0 0 0 " 

 The Clear Scores Switch 
 To clear all the scores and reset the round counter, hold down the red CLEAR button  

on the front of the Hand Control whilst clicking the ENABLE button. Your scoreboard  
will display -  "-NEW GAME-"And your Hand Control unit will display - " 00 ".  

 The Microphone Switch 
 The Microphone switch is located on the left side of the Hand Control Unit. To  

operate the microphone, press the switch down and hold the Hand Control about  
5cm from your mouth. The microphone is located behind the pattern holes in the  
front of the Hand Control.   If the volume setting is too loud (see figure 1) or you are  
too close to the speakers then a loud whistling (feedback) may occur. If this happens  
then turn the volume down, or stand further from the speakers. Practise using the  
microphone so that you can be heard clearly without distortion. When you are not  
using the microphone leave it switched off.  
You have now tested all the operating modes of your scoreboard and hand control  

 unit.  

 LASERSPORT AUTOMATIC LAUNCHER 
Fitting the spring 
To fit the spring, rotate the throwing arm anticlockwise until it is facing away from the  
launcher. Then place the hook of the spring around the plastic bush on the crank  
arm, and the threaded end through the hole by the control box. Thread the knob  
onto the end of the bolt and tighten until the spring is no longer slack. The locknut  
and washer should now be tightened against the frame and clamped by tightening  
the outer knob by hand. The launcher is now fully unwound. If more throwing  
distance is required then take up more slack in the spring before clamping the lock  
nut.   Ensure there is at least 50m of clear space in front of the launcher.  

 Magazine 
 Assemble the magazine( clay carousel) the rod with a hole in it goes at the  
 front.   Slide the magazine onto the 3 pins located on the top of the launcher and  
 Secure it with the 'R' clip provided. On launchers with four poles, the magazine is  
 held in place by three nuts that are tightened using the tool provided. 

 Power supply of the launcher 
 The launcher has a battery inside it that will need to be recharged from time to time  
 depending on use. With a fully charged battery, the expected life is as follows: 

Spring tension LOW and clay flasher OFF 2000 clays Spring tension MEDIUM and clay flasher ON 6 
hours and 1000 clays 

 Charging the launcher 
 The launcher is charged with a 1 Amp battery charger (not the 4 Amp scoreboard  

battery charger). Charging the launcher with the scoreboard charger repeatedly will  
damage the launcher battery. Where a combined charger is supplied, the two outlets  
are marked clearly - one for the launcher and the other for the scoreboard. Plug the  
charger into the side 3 pin socket (female) on the launcher to charge its battery. The  
battery will charge from flat overnight. 

 Release cable 
 The launcher is completely disabled if the release cable is not connected. This is a  

safety precaution to prevent the launcher from operating in transit. Ensure that the  
main switch is in the OFF position and that the flash switch is in the OFF position.  
Use the cable socket with 3 holes to plug into the top plug on the launcher. This  
launcher plug is a 3 pin plug (male). 

 Testing the Launcher 

 Ensure that there is nothing on the bed of the launcher or any obstructions near.  Switch the 
launcher to the RUN position. Use the TEST button to release the launcher. Switch the launcher to 

 Connecting to the scoreboard 

 SWITCH THE LAUNCHER TO THE OFF POSITION. This will avoid the scoreboard firing the 
launcher unexpectedly  Plug the release cable socket with 2 holes into the scoreboard plug marked  
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the DECOCK position and give the throwing arm a light push clockwise. This will de-cock the 
launcher. Return the main switch to the OFF position. 

"AUTO-TRAP". 

 Automatic Launcher Release 
 Switch the launcher to the RUN position and press the ENABLE button. 
 NB: Remember to load the launcher with clays. AFTER DE-COCKING THE LAUNCHER ALWAYS 

REMOVE THE CLAY FROM THE BED OF THE LAUNCHER. This will avoid double loading. If the 
launcher tries to fire two clays at the same time the clays will be damaged and the launcher may 
also be damaged. 

 Clay flasher 
 The flasher can be used to act as a warning in darkness that there is an armed  
 launcher ready to fire at any moment. Only the luminous clays will glow when the  
 flasher is used. 
   
 For night shooting load the luminous clays into the launcher. Switch the launcher to  
 ‘RUN’ then switch the flash switch down. Wait 30 seconds and the launcher will flash  
 about once per second. 
 Immediately prior to launch an intense flash will charge up the clays. They will stay  

 visible for about 15 minutes after landing. 
 Jammed Launch Arm 
 This can be a dangerous situation and should only be attempted by a responsible  

Trained operator/employee. If the arm becomes jammed by clays wedged under the magazine, 
then the circuit breaker on the front panel will 'trip'. Do not try to reset it immediately. First switch 
the RUN/DECOCK switch to OFF, then allow 30 seconds for the circuit breaker to cool down. Now 
push in the reset button of the circuit breaker, switch to DECOCK and with a stick carefully push the 
arm clockwise to free the jam. Switch the  
RUN/DECOCK switch to OFF again and clear away any obstruction from the launch  
bed. The switch can now be put in the RUN position and the launcher is ready for  
use. Do not re-use clays that have been damaged  .Note: If the Launcher jams often, then it 
requires adjustment. Do not wait until it fails completely before taking action. 

 Moving the Launcher 
The Launcher is fitted with a telescopic handle located inside the chassis. To use it,  
loosen the thumbscrew on the side, withdraw the handle fully, and then tighten the  
screw again. Using the handle will make it easier to wheel the launcher around your  
site.  Do not raise the handle too far otherwise the launch arm could become damaged.  
Always stow the handle back inside the chassis after moving the launcher 

 TESTING THE LASERSPORT GUNS 
 

 To test the LASERSPORT GUNS you need to switch the scoreboard on and  
then unplug the hand control unit. The scoreboard will display "SYS No. ---- ". 
Remove the guns from their protective gunsleeves and stand them in the gun  
rack. Each gun has a number on the stock 1 - 5. Check that the guns have  
fully charged batteries fitted. See section 12 - GUN BATTERIES.  
Place a clay about 30 metres away from the shooting position. The clay should be  
about 2 metres above the ground, and there should be no obstructions either  
behind the clay or between the clay and the gun.  

 Gun Switch On Test 
 Take GUN 1 from the rack. Push the safety catch forward. This arms the gun with 2  

shots. You will see:  a) a flashing red light at the rear of the safety catch 
 b) the "GUN READY" light on the scoreboard corresponding to Gun 1 will light up (see figure 4 for 
the layout of these lights). This light indicates to the operator that Gun 1 is switched on and loaded 
with 2 shots. If the ‘Gun Low Battery’ light is on, or the light behind the safety catch is not flashing, 
then the batteries are not charged or one of them is faulty and they all need to be tested. 

 Gun 'HIT' Test 
 Aim the gun at the clay and pull the trigger ONCE. 

You should notice: a) the shotgun " BANG " and the clay " SMASH " from the  
 speakers on each side of the scoreboard. b) an electronic "hit" tone from the stock of the gun. c) 
the HIT/MISS indicator on the gun barrel will flash GREEN  
 d) the scoreboard will display " GUN 1 - HIT 1 "  e) the red light above GUN 1 on the scoreboard 
will go out whilst the red light behind the safety catch will continue to blink.  
If the gun shows a miss when it should have been a hit, then check that the two black  
lenses at the end of the barrel are clean and free of any obstruction 

 Gun 'MISS' Test 
 Now point the gun at the sky and pull the trigger again. This time you  

should notice:  
a) only the shotgun " BANG " from the speakers 
b) an electronic "miss" tone from the stock of the gun  
c) the HIT/MISS indicator on the gun barrel will flash RED. 
d) the scoreboard will display " GUN 1 - MISS 2 "  
e) the red light above GUN 1 on the scoreboard will remain off,  
and this time the blinking red light behind the safety catch will go out, showing that  
the gun has 'powered down'. 
Slide the safety catch back into the OFF position. 
Repeat the procedure for guns 2, 3, 4, and 5.  
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 Indoor/Outdoor Switch 
 The guns are fitted with an Indoor/Outdoor switch located in the bottom barrel and  

shown below. In the ‘O’ or Outdoor Mode the guns will hit any reflective object within  
range, such as a reflective clay, so care must be taken to ensure that the area where  
the players are shooting is free from nearby obstacles. 
With the switch in the ‘I’ or Indoor Mode, the guns will only register a hit when  
shooting at an active electronic target as used in the Indoor System. 
The system can be used to shoot reflective clays fired indoors if the  
area is large enough e.g. in a gym or large hall. In this case the switch would still be set to ‘O’ but, 
depending on the area, it may be necessary to fit range limiters to the guns to prevent false hits 
from the surrounding walls etc. 
 
 
Scoreboard Fuse 
Your scoreboard has an external fuse (see figure 1). This is the first thing to check in  
the unlikely event of your scoreboard being totally " dead ". This fuse is a U.K.  
standard 13 amp mains fuse (2 spare fuses are supplied with your system) and can  
easily be replaced by carefully unscrewing the fuse holder and replacing the fuse.  
DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN. ONLY USE a 13 Amp 1 inch fuse. 

 Battery Saving features 
 The guns will automatically 'shutdown' after firing 2 shots or after 90 seconds -  

whichever occurs first. In the shutdown mode, the guns consume virtually no current,  
the light behind the safety catch goes out and the 'Gun Ready' light on the  
scoreboard also goes out.  The scoreboard has two stages of shutdown. 
First of all the sound system will switch off 1 minute after all the guns have been  
switched off. When a gun is next armed the "GUN READY" light on the scoreboard  
will light up and 5 seconds later the sound system will come back on.  
Secondly, 20 minutes after all the guns have been switched off the scoreboard will  
display " HAVE A GO " and then shutdown completely. To restart the scoreboard,  
switch the POWER switch OFF and then back ON again. 
 
Low Battery Indications 

 There are two indications that the gun batteries are low: 
 i) the red light behind the gun safety catch stops flashing and stays on. 
 ii) one of the 'Gun low battery' lights on the scoreboard lights up (see figure 4) 
The gun will continue to function in this condition, so that if it occurs during a round, it  
is not necessary to stop the round immediately, but the batteries in the respective  
gun will need replacing with fully charged batteries at a convenient point. (See  
section 12 - GUN BATTERIES). 

 When the scoreboard battery is running low then the 'Scoreboard low battery'  
indicator lights up on the front of the scoreboard (see figure 4). If necessary, the scoreboard can be 
used for a short while in this condition. However, the scoreboard  
should be recharged as soon as possible. (See section 11 - SCOREBOARD BATTERY). If the 
scoreboard needs to be used for longer periods than the internal battery can support, then it can 
be run either directly from the charger (inside use only) or from your car - using the cigar lighter 
adaptor lead supplied. (Note - 12 volt negative-earth vehicles only) 

 Operation 
 Equipment not to be left unattended at anytime.  Operator to run the various games and to take 

scores to work out the overall winners.  Operators should clearly explain instructions and 
demonstrate how to hold and aim the guns.  Laser Clay Pigeon Shooting unit is for a maximum of 5 
players only with any spectators to stand behind the firing line.  Small children that cannot hold the 
weight of the guns are only permitted to shoot if a parent/guardian to assist.  
 

  

 PACKDOWN   

 Ensure the area is clear of guests and then reverse all instructions above. 
IMPORTANT - LAUNCHER – Ensure before taking cable out of launcher set to de- lock.  Loosen spring 
tension taking off the spring.  Turn launcher to off and then push the launcher arm back so that it is inside 
the main frame of the launcher 

  

L = Likelihood, S = Severity, L x S = Risk Score, with 1 = Lowest risk and 5 = Highest risk 

Risk and likelihood are worked out using numbers 1 – 5.  These are then multiplied to give the risk score.  Ace Tones Entertainment Ltd recommend that client’s undertake their 

own risk assessment to suit individual needs.  We strive to have no risk score over 10 and anything over 20 would result in Ace Tones Entertainment Ltd not running the kit 


